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In an era of social restructuring responsibility, how does a multinational company participate as a employer and patron of the Olympic games without touching its image? Even a better question is who would have thought that sponsors of an organization like the Olympics could bring about negative stigma and public opinion? Political transande, the Olympics
were intended to help in contributing to the building a peaceful world and better world by educating the youth in practicing sports without discrimination of any kind and in Olympic spirit, which requires mutual understanding and a spirit of friendship, robustness and just play. Although at all justice, I don't think there was much in the way of envisioned corporate
sponsorship in 1924. In an era where companies hope to demonstrate social responsibility, patronize the Olympic games in China - a country with questionable human rights and environmental practices – sponsored Olympic can and should prepare for a backlash of some sort. Perhaps the Olympic Committee should expand the charter to demand the bid to
impose a moratorium on corporate backlash during the Olympics;although both employers and group protesters will agree that it is hard to ignore a big step. Branding experts have opinions that backlash should have minimal impact on patwine brands. Case in point, sponsorship tops Lenovo's level at the 2008 Summer Olympics in Beijing China should be
stored no one. Lenovo is a Chinese company owned with a global player on the global stage and market since its acquisition of IBM's computer business in 2004 for nearly $2B. Being possessed, the risk is scarce. However, other sponsors such as Samsung, Coca-Cola, Visa, McDonalds and GE are global multinational companies that generally don't walk
through alliances or partnerships without a clear plan of action. These companies are looking to expand their brands to the 1+billion potential of Chinese consumers. Patwed Olympics are good business sense and, in its own way, a demonstration of good social responsibilities. In addition, people who care about human rights issues are generally not
consumers of the products that so societies produce. I don't think you'll find many Amnesty International employees or volunteers enjoying a Coca-Cola at a McDonalds anytime soon, or, for that question, anyone at a McDonald's anywhere has deep conversations regarding human rights issues on Macs Big. Sponsors assure themselves of saying they are
moving into the spirit and ideal that the Olympics are represented. Moreover, the one brand that could emerge the worst could be the Olympics itself. Chase Wegmann is Director of Business Development &amp;gt; Customer Strategies for an Advertising, Branding and Marketing Agency in New York City * Keep up with the buzz last day and the buzzFeed
Daily Newsletter! Take a trip down memory line that will make you feel nostalgia AF February 17, 2016 2 min l Le Zocdoc about eight and a half years ago, then the itty-bit startup invested an investing $80 on its logo. The original three co-founders purchased the two-ton logo to design the logo in an online logo store. Since those first few days, however, the
healthcare technology company has grown to become a virtual household name, at least amongst the millennial sets. Zocdoc-based Zocdoc, with more than 600 employees, connects millions of customers every month with doctors in their insurance network. Typically, a Zocdoc customer can get in to see a doctor within 24 hours. Despite the years of
impressive growth, Zocdoc still had the same $80 logo. It was pretty boring. The company was way past due for a digital makeover. Related: Entrepreneurs at ZocDoc say they can solve a major ConcernToday, Zocdoc finally revealed that rebranding. The capital D has been replaced with a lowercase screenshot. Blue-on-grill Helvetica is replaced with a
smile, beautiful Jon Z personnified. Zee's face shows emotion and the direction of the eyes and shape of the shaken mouth. When Uber reviewed its digital logo a couple of weeks ago, it tried to make its black and white U more personal, too. New Zocdoc figures seem the way healthcare should be -- friendly, simple and, most of all, the reflective of patients
with real life, says Vice President Zocdoc of marketing Richard Finee, in a statement announces the redesign. The Zocdoc website and mobile app are also getting a modern revenue, according to Zocdoc.There is a looks at Zocdoc's new bit due, Zee. Tweet at us and let us know how if you like it. Can Zocdoc make a positive improvement? Why not? Image
credits: Zocdoc | EntrepreneurshipRelated: ZocDoc is Massoumi's Vision of Freeing the Best Healthcare (Video) Logos made to be memorable, but the majority are forgotten. So what's the secret sauce? Let's take a look at the most memorable logo of all time. According to a study by brand strategy and design firm Siegel + Gale, the most memorable logo in
the U.S. and US K. includes: Here are reasons why they may be not as simple as brand power, and can be revolved around the kind of logo treatment. The study watched more than 100 logos including the world's top brand, and found that even though the top four brands had star power (and some of the bigger budgets), many brands similar to remarkable
that also own big media budgets weren't as memorable in comparison. What does it boil down? The respondents cited that the most memorable logos were simple in nature, and they share the same kind of logo treatment. These treatments include organic and custom illustration words. Here are a couple examples of these logos: Let's not entirely deduct star
power from the equation. The study found that familiar brand logos were more often assigned positive attributes by study participants than logos of unprecedented brands. The smaller logo known of brands was most likely to be called boring, attacked or even pretentious name of a few. The study cited this familiar link could be why new logos tend to test
worse than an existing logo in the same company. The U.S. study participants cited the top 10 most memorable logos were: But in the UK, they had slightly different takes on top 10: The top logos have a lot of personalities, but understand very different characteristics. The logos types are the most memorable, organic and illustration custom words, speak to
consumers in different ways. Here's what the organic type logo says about a brand: And here's what the custom word logo illustrations say about a brand: There's no doubt a logo experience is subjective, but this study shows there may be certain ingredients in the magic formula when it comes to making a long-lasting impression on the consumer. Opinions
expressed by Contributing Entrepreneurs are their own. Your logo is a visual representation of everything your company stands for. Think of McDonald's archived McDonald's gold or nike swoosh — these two impressive logos impressively advertise these companies well. But many companies still skimp on developing this key identity piece. Ideally, your
company logo improves potential customers and partners' critical first impressions of your business. A good logo can build loyalty between your business and your customers, establish a brand identity, and provide the professional view of an established enterprise. Consider good but logo. It immediately generates a warm feeling for the company, symbolizing
care and confidence. With a little thought and creativity, your logo can quickly and graphically express many positive attributes to your business, too. The TypeThere logo are basically three types of logos. The font-based logo consists primarily of a type treatment. The logos of IBM, Microsoft and Sony, for example, use quality treatment with a wreck that
makes them different. Then there is logo that literally shows what a company does, such as when a home-paint company uses an illustration of a brush to its logo. And finally, there are abstract graphic symbols — such as Nike's swoosh — that becomes linked to a company's brand. Such a symbol is purposeful until your company can communicate
consumers what its underlying association is, says American Reed II, a marketing professor at the University of Pennsylvania's Wharton School, who's in doing research on the triggers that drive consumers to identify with and become loyal to a brand. But building that mental bridge takes time and money. Swoosh at Nike has no meaning to inherit outside of
what has been created over the years of savvy marketing efforts that have transformed the logo into an identity replica for a spotific form. Growing businesses can rarely pay millions of dollars and years of effort required to create these associations, so a logo that clearly shows what your company stands for or makes may be a better choice. Even a kind
treatment in your company's name may be too generic, says Placitas, New Mexico, superman designer logo principal gwpriester.com, the web arm of the Black Group design. Priester customers should be able to say what you do just doesn't look at your logo. When you startBefore you start sketching or learn how to design a logo, first articley the message
you want your logo to convey. Try writing a one-phrase image and mission statement to help focus your efforts. Stay true to the following statement while creating your logo. But that can't be enough to get you started. Here are some additional tactics and consideration that will help you create an appropriate company logo: View the logos of other businesses
in your industry. Do your competitors use solid, conservative images, or flashy graphics and qualities? Think about how you want to differentiate your logos from those in your competition. Focus on your message. Decide what you want to communicate about your company. Does he have a seriously distinct personality or stack? What makes it unique in
relation to your competition? What's the nature of your target audience right now? These elements should play an important role in the overall or redesign design. Make it clean and functional. Your logo should work as well on a business card as on the side of a truck. A good logo should be cured, easy to reproduce, memorable and different. Icons are better
than pictures, which may be indifferent if expanded or reduced badly. And be sure to create a logo that can be reproduced in black and white so that it can be faxed, photocopy or used in a black-and-white ad as effectively as in color. Your business name will affect your logo design. If your business name is D.C. Jewelers, you may want to use a class, serif
font to accent the letters (especially if your name features initials). For a company called Lightning Bolt Print, the logo might feature some creative applications in-you guess it — a lightning bolt. Use your logo to display your business key's benefits. The logo best makes an immediate statement with a picture or illustration, by the Mo. Lightning Bolt printing the
logo, for example, may need to convey the business benefit to ultra-fast, guaranteed printing services. The lightning bolt image could be manipulated suggests speed and insurance. Do not use clip art. However tempted it may be, clip art can be copied too easily. Not only will original art make a more impressive statement about your company, but it will set
your business apart from others. Avoid trends alike. If you're redesigning your old logo, you run the risk of confusing customers – or worse, salute them. One option is to make gradual logo changes. According to Priester, Quaker Oat modified the Quaker man on his packages over a 10-year period to avoid under customer confidence. But don't plan to make
multiple logo changes. Instead, select a logo that will stay current for 10 to 20 years, perhaps longer. That's the brand of a good design. Indeed, when Priester draws a logo, he never see this customer again. See the ColorsOne thing you need to be careful of as you explore color options is price. Your five-color logo can be gorgeous, but once it comes time
to produce it on paper, the price won't be so attractive. Neither will it work through medium that only allows one or two flows. Try not to exceed three colors unless you decide it's absolutely necessary. Your logo may appear on a variety of media: signals, advertisements, papers, delivery vehicles and wrapping, to name just a few. Remember that some of
these applications have production limitations. Be sure to do a color study. See your logo in one-, two- and three color versions. Hiring a Brain Insights DesignerWhile Insights logo in mind is an important step in creating your business image, trying to create a logo completely on your own is an error. It may seem like the best way to avoid the high costs of
going to a professional design company, which will charge anywhere from $4,000 to $15,000 for a logo design. Be careful, however, that there are thousands of independent designers around who charge much less. According to Stan Evenson, founder of Evenson Design Group, entrepreneurs on a tight budget should shop around for a designer. There are
a lot of [freelance] designers who charge rates from $15 to $150 per hour, based on their experience, he said. But don't hire someone just because of their negative prices. Find a designer familiar with your garden . . . and your competition. If the price still seems outlining, Evenson says, remember that a good logo should last at least 10 years. If you watch
entertainment that costs over a 10-year period, it doesn't seem so bad. Even if you have a good eye for color and a sense of what you want your logo to look like, you should always consult a professional designer. Why? They know whether a logo design will be transferred easily to print or on a sign, while you might come up with a beautiful design that can't
be transferred or would cost too much money to be printed. Your logo is the foundation of all your promotional materials, so this is one area where spending a little more now can really pay later. How to Create a Facebook Chatbook For Free Without CodingUsing and Protecting LogoOnce you have produced a logo that empowers your company's mission at
a glance, make sure to trademark it to protect it from its use by other companies. You can apply for a commercial brand of Patent and Trademark Office Web. Then once it's protected, use it everywhere you can – on business cards, papers, letters, brochures, announcements, your website and anywhere else you mention your company name. This will help
build your image, increase your company's visibility and, prioritize, lead to more business. Create a sound logo easily, doesn't it? He can. Just remember keeping your customers and the nature of your business in mind when you put it all together. In time, you will succeed building equipped in your brand, and it will become a positive and recognizable symbol
of your product or service.Compiled from articles written by David Cotriss, Kim T. Gordon and Steve Nubie have already been published on Entrepreneur.com, and in excerpts from starting your own business. .
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